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Release Notes for Patch Release#4113

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.3-rev22Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.3-rev20
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently toshipping Patch Release #4084.

50759 All messages in unified inbox say ”No subject” when using threadsWith this fix the Subject is displayed for unified inbox conversations.
51801 ”Drop inline images here” not translatedAdded missing translation.
52633 Drag & drop of a huge picture into a HTML-Mail will cause the JVM to OOM/ up until
OS swappedConfigured image limitations were not tested when checking for validity of an uploaded image.This has been solved by testing for image limitations when checking for validity of an uploadedimage.
52727 UI/Browser blocked / stalled when dealig with huge amounts of appointmentsTo many operations in domtree if having much appointments.This has been fixed by disabling some functionality for a large Number of appointments.
52797 Autoconfiguration fails for hotmail/yahoo/live domainsThunderbird’s ISPDB for auto-configuration changed.Changed default value for property ”com.openexchange.mail.autoconfig.ispdb” in file ’autocon-fig.properties’ from ”https://live.mozillamessaging.com/autoconfig/v1.1/” to”https://autoconfig.thunderbird.net/v1.1/”.
52928 Attachment not shownIn email with attachments which have different cid and id it was not possible to show all attach-ments.Make sure attachments do not have a cid attribute when added to a collection to solve this issue.
53008 HTML content is invalid and cannot be displayedWeird start tag segments in real-world HTML messes-up HTML parser refusing to process the con-tent any further.Solution: Better deal with malformed start tags in real-world HTML content.
53023 Message with truncated subjectSubsequent base64-encoded strings are not combineable if individual values end with padding ’=’character.This has been fixed by not combine padded base64-encoded values, but decode them separately.
53100 Mail is not beeing displayed, blocking other from beeing displayed in INBOXThis was due to missing recovery for an unsupported character-encoding.This has been solved by handling possible unsupported character-encoding.
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3 Changes relevant for Operators
3.1 Changes of Configuration Files
Change #4092 Added lean configuration option to specify overwriting pre-login capabilitiesAdded lean configuration ”com.openexchange.imap.overwritePreLoginCapabilities” option to spec-ify overwriting pre-login capabilities (completely replaced with the ones advertised after login). Typ-ically useful in case there is another IMAP service used as proxy to the actual IMAP server, whichmight advertise different capabilities. Default is false.
Change #4094 Changed default value for ISPDBChanged default value for property ”com.openexchange.mail.autoconfig.ispdb” in file ’autocon-fig.properties’ from ”https://live.mozillamessaging.com/autoconfig/v1.1/” to”https://autoconfig.thunderbird.net/v1.1/”.

4 Tests
Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guidedand close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environ-ment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behaviour. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

5 Fixed Bugs
50759, 51801, 52633, 52727, 52797, 52928, 53008, 53023, 53100,
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